ACTIVATION ZONES

MUSIC ZONES
1. Sunshine Panners
2. North Tyneside steel band
3. Drum din

WATER STATION

KARAOKE RFCS
An interactive zone with a karaoke host creating the atmosphere introducing an awesome new karaoke zone designed to give runners a motivational kick - close your eyes and imagine karaoke classics blasting, runners singing & spectators dancing.

Beats Boost

Beats Boost

These classic dance tracks will give you a boost as you power towards your goal - expect a blast of banging beats and another burst of energy.

Take a trip down the TUI ‘Live Happy’ Runway, giving you an extra boost. Daydream of your next holiday, enjoy the music or just cruise on through to soak up the atmosphere for the fun of it. TUI’s Runway will help the time fly by.

Expect throwback tunes and blasts from the past as you run & sing your way past this zone.

TUI ‘Live Happy’ Runway

Introducing an awesome new karaoke zone designed to give runners a motivational kick – close your eyes and imagine karaoke classics blasting, runners singing & spectators dancing.
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